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This photograph allegorically shows the grief inside our heads when we face

stress, anxiety and depression. This is added because of the confinement in

the same space and the cyclical monotony that is lived in the same

Plastic Artist who it’s focus in her resilience and empowerment using her

body as an art medium

https://linktr.ee/AdrianaZV
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Learn from the experts: Create a successful
blog with our brand new course
The WordPress.com Blog

WordPress.com is excited to announce our newest offering: a course just for

beginning bloggers where you’ll learn everything you need to know about

blogging from the most trusted experts in the industry. We have helped

millions of blogs get up and running, we know what works, and we want you

to to know everything we know. This course provides all the fundamental

skills and inspiration you need to get your blog started, an interactive

community forum, and content updated annually.

Register now
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mixed medium: Studio Practice under the Stay at Home Order 2020

Oddly enough my art practice is fairly normal as from April to October I am

usually based in the Santa Fe property where my studio is a step away from

the house. There are gardens to distract me, with walking the dogs and riding

my horse up the many canyons. My studio assistant is able to access the

Seattle studio, and we connect by phone and online daily. With no immediate

exhibitions I continue adding to some series but am able to explore and move

in more directions unhampered by those demands. Many of my series seem

relevant to what humanity is undergoing at this time. I know I am fortunate

and continue to support those who make this all possible.

Prayer for the New Year

I can only touch

those close

those within reach

I can only show

those who come

those who see

may I gather the light

the birds’ voice

the flowers’ fragility

the children’s song

my father’s & mother’s history

the moon’s endurance

the water’s clarity

the seed’s promise

my children’s love and hope

and with my hands

and with my heart

and with my eyes

place it down

my gift

to the new year

to the new ones

http://www.ceskinner.com

Hurricane HGC736503 Wall Mount…
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Degree Oscillation 3 Speed Settings,
4,204 Amazon.com customer reviews
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oil on board paintings:

Actually, I have not had to adapt very much at all. I am extremely fortunate to

have a great studio and the lockdown is giving me plenty of peace and quiet

to work uninterrupted. Almost every day I work in the studio in the morning,

have lunch and then go to the barn for a challenging ride on my horse

(constantly pushed beyond my comfort zone by my trainer) and then I return

for afternoon and evenings in the studio. I feel my energy and motivation is

great and my ideas are flowing and I almost feel like I don’t have enough time!

The break to go to the barn is great because I totally clears my mind for a few

hours, it is a great exercise and I meet a few people, mainly my trainer. And

spending time with my adorable Gunny is wonderful!

The local art supply store (Artisan) is closed – they take orders by

email/phone and deliver – so yesterday I got a delivery from them. I ordered

more than I needed just to give them a very modest contribution. I would

need to go to a building supply store to get some material, but yesterday I was

able to re-purpose some boards and I was able to make two shelves for my

work table. It is fun to try to be smarter and do what you can with what you

have at hand. I absolutely love spending time in my carpentry shop.

Time is flying and yet it seems to stand still! I am happy to have my studio

and my art and I am taking advantage if this quiet time, while I feel greatly for

all who are struggling and suffering, not least the Navajo-people…

I check some news in the morning, both Swedish and US, and mostly facts,

numbers, not a bunch of speculations. Then I stay away from the news

entirely for the rest of the day, it is rare that I take a quick peek at some news

in the afternoon.

https://gordonskalleberg.com
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acrylic on canvas large scale abstract paintings
The artist has worked to keep her practice as normal as possible.It is not

unusual for her to work in solitary, so being house-bound has not affected

productivity. Fortunately her studio is in her home.Having all of her galleries

closed has been a big challenge, so she expanded her creativity to put her

Spring 2020 Exhibition in a magazine format to send to her contacts and

collectors.This proved to generate sales.Ridgeway also stepped up her social

media activity and has expanded her followers. Her website is getting

exponentially more visitors.Fortunately her art supply store delivers and she

has identified other sources in order to obtain materials and supplies.She

looks forward to having her galleries open again. And she misses the

personal interaction with collectors, colleagues,other artists, and friends.

Artist statement

Bette Ridgeway is best known for her large-scale, luminous poured canvases

that push the boundaries of light, color and design. Her youth spent in the

beautiful Adirondack Mountains of upstate New York and her extensive

global travel filled have informed her colorful palette. For the past two

decades, the high desert light of Santa Fe, NM has fueled Ridgeway’s art

practice.Her three decades of mentorship by the acclaimed Abstract

Expressionist Paul Jenkins set her on her lifetime journey of non-objective

painting on large canvas. She explores the interrelation and change of color in

various conditions and on a variety of surfaces. Her artistic foundations in

line drawing, watercolor, graphic design, and oils gave way to acrylics, which

she found to be more versatile for her layering technique. Ridgeway has spent

the last 30 years developing her signature technique, called “layering light,” in

which she uses many layers of thin, transparent acrylics on linen and canvas

to produce a fluidity and viscosity similar to traditional watercolor. Delving

further, Ridgeway expanded her work into 3D, joining paint and resin to
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further, Ridgeway expanded her work into 3D, joining paint and resin to

aluminium and steel with sculptures of minimal towers.Ridgeway depicts

movement in her work, sometimes kinetic and full of emotion, sometimes

bold and masterful, sometimes languid and tentative. She sees herself as the

channel, the work coming it comes through her but it is not hers. It goes out

into the world – it has a life of its own.

http://betteridgeway.com
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bronze sculptures:

The purpose of my artwork is to invoke an awakening of the sensual.

Stimulating a perceptual, internal, and intellectual response for the viewer: a

visual that speaks to life’s experiences. Creating symbols of universal

connection underscores the relationship that one has to another and to

nature.

Art conveys my nonverbal view of life. An ongoing portrayal of myself, my

behavior, adventure, exploration, risk taking, and non-acceptance of

convention and the status quo. Constantly in search of the new and different

– I am fascinated with the unconventional. Life has a hard, aggressive side, as

does much of my work, represented by rigid, angular lines. However, the soft

side is also apparent, visible as curves and soft forms.

Using the invaluable experience of the mentorship of Bill Prokopiof and Doug

Hyde, along with my own vision, I have created an evolving body of work in

alabaster, marble, limestone, and bronze. Combining different elements, I

bring forth a duality in the sculptures that I create.

https://markyaleharris.comhttps://markyaleharris.com

Hu Organic Dark Chocolate Bars

$57.48
3,791

Shop now
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Isolated in Nature by Kathleen Frank
JUNE 11,  2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT

Oil on canvas paintings:

Some people are saying that they have so much time on their hands and are

getting more work done than ever. I don’t find that to be true with me. I’m

finding it hard to stay motivated when my galleries are closed and they are

not begging for more pieces and there will not be openings for who knows

how long. I know I’m lucky to be a visual artist who can keep working when I

can kick myself into action. Usually I need to hit the road to see new and

exciting things to paint. Now I’m scouring old photos for inspiration. That’s

not bad. It’s just different. I’ve got thousands.

Artist statement

Having been an art teacher, woodcarver and a printmaker in my formative

years, I emerged as a painter, joyously overwhelmed by color and searching

for pattern. Color and pattern are everywhere, but the seeing and

interpretation of them are different for each of us. Pattern in nature is primal

to me – which fuels my desire to find a glimmer of logic in vastly

complicated, confusing and tumbled landscapes. I do also seek out the vibrant

hues in landscapes.My oil paintings begin with a saturated red orange

backdrop. This is overlaid with the main imagery, applied with distinct

brushstrokes of brilliant color. Hints of the red background peek through like a

woodcut, creating subtle impact without drawing attention away from the

primary subjects.Several times a year I travel throughout the Southwest,

hiking and photographing vistas for future paintings. The goal is to catch the

light and design in these scenes in all its strangeness and beauty. It is a lofty

goal, but I find when the quest is shepherded with paint and brush it is a

delightfully daunting adventure.

https://kathleenfrankart.com
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Deep by Jeff Corwin
JUNE 11,  2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT

Photography images, 30×40″: Why do my landscapes look the way they do? Is

it because of where I choose to shoot? Eastern Washington State? Montana?

New Mexico I’ve thought a lot about that over the years and my answer is no.

My images look the way they do because of what is inside of me. There are a

lot of “pretty” landscapes where I go, certainly in Montana. I gravitate to the

bleak, lonely, and isolated because of what resonates inside me. It’s what I see,

because it’s what I feel. Even as I write this, I feel disturbed saying the words.

But when I was about 8 or 9, my mother told me “you’ve always been an old

man”. I’m still not sure how to take that at 66. But yes, I’ve always been a “glass

half empty” personality. So, I tend towards the emptiness of landscapes, not

the glory of mountains and meadows and late afternoon light. I don’t need the

last few minutes of the day to make a photograph that clicks. I don’t seek out

that emptiness, but after so many years, just react to it. I was told recently that

my negativity is a “bummer”. No doubt. For so many reasons, I wish it wasn’t

so. But, at this point, what would happen to the imagery I enjoy creating? How

would I navigate my approach towards something more typical and those

expectedly beautiful images. Would I end up with sparkly, saturated photos?

What would happen to the the “glass half empty” stark, tones of my

landscapes. I honestly don’t know. Within certain bodies of my work, I’ve

attempted to go against my instincts. It’s never worked out.

For me, trust is an extremely important aspect of what I do. I learned long ago

to trust my vision and not second guess things like composition or light or

content. Photography is, as is many art forms, a reaction to experience, spirit,

instinct and that which immediately resonates.

Artist statement

Why do my landscapes look the way they do? Is it because of where I choose

to shoot? Eastern Washington State? Montana? New Mexico I’ve thought a lot

about that over the years and my answer is no. My images look the way they

do because of what is inside of me. There are a lot of “pretty” landscapes

where I go, certainly in Montana. I gravitate to the bleak, lonely, and isolated

because of what resonates inside me. It’s what I see, because it’s what I feel.

Even as I write this, I feel disturbed saying the words. But when I was about 8

or 9, my mother told me “you’ve always been an old man”. I’m still not sure

how to take that at 66. But yes, I’ve always been a “glass half empty”

personality. So, I tend towards the emptiness of landscapes, not the glory of

mountains and meadows and late afternoon light. I don’t need the last few

minutes of the day to make a photograph that clicks. I don’t seek out that

emptiness, but after so many years, just react to it. I was told recently that my

negativity is a “bummer”. No doubt. For so many reasons, I wish it wasn’t so.

But, at this point, what would happen to the imagery I enjoy creating? How

would I navigate my approach towards something more typical and those

expectedly beautiful images. Would I end up with sparkly, saturated photos?

What would happen to the the “glass half empty” stark, tones of my

landscapes. I honestly don’t know. Within certain bodies of my work, I’ve

attempted to go against my instincts. It’s never worked out.

For me, trust is an extremely important aspect of what I do. I learned long ago

to trust my vision and not second guess things like composition or light or

content. Photography is, as is many art forms, a reaction to experience, spirit,

instinct and that which immediatelyresonates.

https://www.jeffcorwinfineart.com

Little Things by Natalie Christensen
JUNE 11,  2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT
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About my Photography images: While very difficult in some respects, this

unprecedented time has eliminated so many of the activities that filled my

days before. I feel myself more able to focus on simple routines and pleasures,

and I cope by making sure I build those into every day. Planning meals, taking

walks, roaming my home and garden with my camera. I don’t know what will

emerge from my creative practice; however I believe the impact is profound

and will inform everything I make – sometimes in an obvious way and

sometimes more subtly. I am making lots of photographs that reflect the

stages of grief – small details and quiet moments in my surroundings that

reflect my shock, longing, and sadness.

Artist statement

These composite images of surreal cityscapes embody the disquieting

experience of how our lives have been transformed by the ravages of COVID-

19.

We have retreated from our daily routines and into our homes for an

unprecedented period of time. With no end in sight, we rely more than ever

on the digital arena for human connection. We can no longer be in densely

populated urban spaces, grabbing a coffee with friends or going out to see a

film. In response to the isolation, we created these hypnogogic landscapes to

reflect upon the experience of roaming inside our smartphones in the time of

coronavirus. For many of us, that has become the sole place to process the

impact of so much change and loss. When the digital realm is all we have –

rather than a supplement to “real life” – for some, the hollowness is more

apparent. While we are coming to grips with the fact that isolation is now the

key to our survival for the foreseeable future, circumstances beg the question

– is this really living? And if we are truly social beings, what will be the

impact of riding out a pandemic while gazing at our tiny black mirrors?

Expanding on our work from ALTEREDSTATES/ALTEREDSCAPES, we are

again combining photographs from our respective communities and

responding to the experience of leaving behind our former lives and

participating in a global effort to stop the spread of the virus. Architectural

fragments and elements of the landscape are mingled to present diverse

psychological experiences of this new world we are living in – such as shock,

loneliness, yearning, fear. Unable to go out into the streets, we are

paradoxically creating intentional chaos as we seek some kind of order,

healing, or catharsis in an increasingly unpredictable world. And we wait in

anticipation for the time when it is safe to return to our lives and gather

together again.

https://nataliechristensenphoto.com

Student’s Voice by Martha Tambini Cooper
JUNE 7, 2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT

I’ve been doing a project on student responses and experiences of Covid-19. It

is a digitally interactive textile piece. I’ve made a series of digitally interactive

face masks that all have a character attached to them that holds a different

opinion/ experience on Covid in relation to university. The idea is to place a

mask containing a fob onto a bust that has an Arduino, speaker, DFPlayer

mini and an NFC reader that will read the fob and play out a voice recording

of that character’s opinion/ experience.

Alongside this I have another patchwork bust using only the fabrics I used for

each of the masks, lino printed with their opinions and stitched together. The

bust is slightly deformed to show that it is an amalgamation of students and

their views.

The Shielded Mind by Kirstie Stone
JUNE 7, 2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT

The Shielded Mind by Kirstie Stone

When the world turned cold, and nothing anymore was the same.

Up went the wall of protection, to shield myself from pain.

A minute an hour, a week, month, year,

Everyday has been a constant projection of fear.

The outside world that was once so normal yet manic,

Has become nothing more than a stream of no faces and panic.

So, I shut myself away and hid in my bubble,

Surely if I do this, I will not be in any trouble.

The world shut down, but the mind however did not,

The emotions, the moods the traumas I had once forgot,

Came back with a vengeance, like shadows in the dark,

Attacking me in troubled waters, like a blood thirsty shark.

With no social contact, the days became the same,

Was the virus really the only thing to blame.

How had the world become such a place of divide?

That I had realised that in humanity I had lost nearly all pride.

The trust in those that said, they had our best interests at heart,

Yet over a year later we had been isolated and kept apart.

So, I stayed in my bubble and loneliness filled my days,

As the world fell apart and the way out seemed like a maze.

Forced smiles on zoom, texts and calls became less,

I wondered daily, how we had got into this mess.

The mind is the biggest challenge of all,

You could be soaring on show but inside feel the fall.

Left with my own thoughts’ day and night,

The option is to drown or to get up and fight.

But I am tired, and I feel like I have taken a hit,

So, although I rest, I will never quit.

Just leave me a while in the cold calm of my space,

And I will get up with my bruises and still win this race.

The world needs more warriors, that are humbled and kind,

I wonder if that is why first we must fight our own mind.

Artist statement

I am an innovative sculptor, painter, and maker, I explore the world through

my paintings and creating by using my art and sculptures to process the

worlds information and turn it into a visual form.

Art to me is not just my commissioned work, day to day but also my passion,

drive, and my own therapeutic outlet. It helps me thrive in mindfulness and

wellbeing and every piece of art I create carries a part of me and my intent

into the world.

I enjoy creating work that makes the audience think and question things and

with that in my mind for my degree body of work I have chosen the current

timeline of the pandemic and world events. The installation of work set in a

small space will give the effect of walking into the quarantined mind, with

the aim of creating the feeling of uncertainty through the change of these

times.

I have touched upon global issues, coping strategies, common ground, and

experiences many have gone through and brought in an element of humour

to make a pop art vs post internet-based installation that each audience

member will resonate with in some part, if not

As an artist that uses a variety of mediums and artistic processes, I have used

as many as I can to create this installation using paintings, sculptures, prop

making, and visual based graphics to convey the narrative of this challenging

time.

https://instagram.com/kirstie_stone_artist

There in the distance by Leo Wijnhoven,
Robert Roth, Hendrik van Oordt & Lotte van
den Dikkenberg-Methorst
MAY 18, 2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT

Leo Wijnhoven is a masterly painter of social and political developments in

our post-modern world. His paintings have been widely exhibited and can be

found in art collections worldwide. He lives and works in Amsterdam. His

work can be found online at: https://www.leowijnhoven.com/preview/ Robert

Roth is the author of Book of Pieces, Health Proxy and Transatlanticism: New

York–Copenhagen (written with Jens Magnussen). Robert is also co-creator

of And Then magazine. He is based in New York.The music for “There in the

distance” was written by Hendrik van Oordt. He lives in Amsterdam.Lotte van

den Dikkenberg-Methorst is a recital pianist and accompanist based in Zeist.

When not playing the piano she runs her own Scandinavian clothing store

(https://deklopmode.nl)

Watch on

There in the distance
Watch later Share

Animal Hybrids by Lindsay Pickett
MAY 18, 2021 ~ LEAVE A COMMENT



My work is 2D painting based. They feature animal hybrids in an earthly

landscape. These hybrids are representative of something that does not fit

into a social group. They are metaphors of social misfits. They are depictions

of social isolation, rejection and indifference. This is very much based on

one’s own personal experience.

Artist statement

Lindsay Pickett’s work explores the theme of hybridity, entangling the socio-

political issues relating to genetic experimentation with animals and a world

of sci-fi fantasy. Half and half species become alienated or classified as

different to an accompanying herd of animals. Alongside his concerns

around animal experimentation, the artist embraces and communicates

aspects of the psychological mindset of these hybrid animals, relating them

to ideas of social rejection and absence where being different can cause

alienation in the animal and human world.

For Pickett, painting is a form of self-expression, allowing him to be himself

not just as an artist, but also as a person. It gives him a voice to convey

current concerns about the behaviour of elements of the human race.

Pickett has looked at and is influenced by a wide range of artists such as

science fiction illustrators Wayne Barlowe, Roger Dean and Rodney

Matthews, contemporary artists such as Charles Avery, John Stark, Kate

Clark, Thomas Grunfeld and Richard Wathen.

Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter Brueghel. And 20thCentury surrealists Salvador

Dali, Dorothea Tanning, Frida Kahlo and Rene Magritte also continue to

inspire.

https://www.lindsaypickett.co.uk/
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